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Abstract
The code base of a software system undergoes changes during its life time. For object-oriented languages, classes are adapted, e.g., to meet new requirements, customize the software to specific user functionalities, or refactor the code to reduce its complexity. However, the adaptation of class hierarchies makes reasoning about program behavior challenging; even classes in the middle of a class hierarchy can be modified. This paper develops a proof system for analyzing the effect of operations to adapt classes, in the context of method overriding and late bound method calls. The proof system is incremental in the sense that reverification is avoided for methods that are not explicitly changed by adaptations. Furthermore, the possible adaptations are not unduly restricted; i.e., flexibility is retained without compromising on reasoning control. To achieve this balance, we extend the mechanism of lazy behavioral subtyping, originally proposed for reasoning about inheritance when subclasses are added to a class hierarchy, to deal with the more general situation of adaptable class hierarchies and changing specifications. The reasoning system distinguishes guaranteed method behavior from requirements toward methods, and achieves incremental reasoning by tracking guarantees and requirements in adaptable class hierarchies. We show soundness of the proposed proof system.
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1. Introduction

An intrinsic property of software in the real world is that it needs to evolve. This can be during the initial development phase, as improvements to meet new requirements, or as part of a software customization process such as, e.g., feature selection in software product lines or delta-oriented programming [1]. As the code is enhanced and modified, it becomes more complex and drifts away from its...
original design [2]. For this reason, it may be desirable to redesign the code base to improve its structure, thereby reducing software complexity. For example, the process of refactoring in object-oriented software development describes changes to the internal structure of software to make the software easier to understand and cheaper to modify without changing its observable behavior [3]. In this paper, the term adaptable class hierarchies covers transformations of classes during the development, improvement, customization, and refactoring of class hierarchies. Adaptations are achieved by means of update operations for adding code to a class such as new fields, method definitions, and implements clauses, by modifying method definitions, and by removing methods (under certain conditions).

Reasoning about properties of object-oriented systems is in general non-trivial due to complications including class inheritance and late binding of method calls. Object-oriented software development is based on an open world assumption; i.e., class hierarchies are typically extendable. In order to have reasoning control under such an open world assumption, it is advantageous to have a framework which controls the properties required of method redefinitions. With a modular reasoning framework, a new subclass can be analysed in the context of its superclasses, such that the properties of the superclasses are guaranteed to be maintained. This has the significant advantage that each class can be fully verified at once, independent of subclasses which may be designed later. The best known modular reasoning framework for class hierarchies is behavioral subtyping [4]. However, behavioral subtyping has been criticized for being overly restrictive and is often violated in practice [5]. For these reasons it is interesting to explore alternative approaches which allow more flexibility, although this may lead to more proof work.

Incremental reasoning frameworks generalize modular reasoning by possibly generating new verification conditions for superclasses in order to guarantee established properties. Additional properties may be established in the superclasses after the initial analysis, but old properties remain valid. Observe that these frameworks subsume modularity: if the initial properties of the classes are sufficiently strong (for example by adhering to a behavioral contract), it will never be necessary to add new properties later. Lazy behavioral subtyping is a formal framework for such incremental reasoning, which allows more flexible code reuse than modular frameworks. The basic idea underlying lazy behavioral subtyping is a separation of concerns between the behavioral guarantees of method definitions and the behavioral requirements to method calls. Both guarantees and requirements are manipulated through an explicit proof-context: a book-keeping framework controls the analysis and proof obligations in the context of a given class. Properties are only inherited by need. Inherited requirements on method redefinition are as weak as possible while still ensuring soundness.

Lazy behavioral subtyping seems well-suited for the incremental reasoning style desirable for object-oriented software development, and can be adjusted to different mechanisms for code reuse. It was originally developed for single inheritance class hierarchies [6], but has later been extended to multiple inheritance.
Figure 1: The language syntax. $C$ is a class name, and $I$ an interface name. Variables $v$ are fields ($f$) or local variables ($x$), and $e$ denotes side-effect free expressions over the variables, $b$ expressions of Boolean type, and $a$ is an assertion. Vector notation denotes collections, as in the expression list $\bar{e}$, interface list $\bar{I}$ (with a slight abuse of notation, we write $\bar{T}$ to denote a list of variable declarations), and in sets such as $K$, $L$, $MS$ and $M$. Let $\text{nil}$ denote the empty list. To distinguish assignments from equations in specifications and expressions, we use $\leftarrow$ and $=$ respectively.

Adaptable class hierarchies add a level of complexity to proof systems for object-oriented programs, as superclasses in the middle of a class hierarchy can change. Unrestricted, such changes may easily violate previously verified properties in both sub- and superclasses. The management of verification conditions becomes more complicated than in the case of extending a class hierarchy at the bottom with new subclasses. This paper extends the approach of lazy behavioral subtyping to allow incremental reasoning about adaptable class hierarchies.

The approach is presented using a small object-oriented language and a number of basic update operations for adapting class definitions. We consider a series of “snapshots” of a class hierarchy during a development and adaptation process. The developer applies basic update operations and analysis steps to the class hierarchy between these snapshots. Based on the lazy behavioral subtyping framework, the specified and required properties of method definitions and method calls are tracked through these adaptation steps.

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents the language considered and provides a motivating example for update operations. Section 3 presents our program logic for classes, based on proof outlines. Section 4 presents lazy behavioral subtyping and the verification environments needed for analyzing class adaptations. We explain the proof system for the basic update operations in Section 5 and finally, related work is discussed in Section 6 before we conclude the paper in Section 7.

2. The Programming Language

We consider an object-oriented kernel language akin to Featherweight Java [9], in which pointers are typed by behavioral interfaces and methods are annotated with pre/postconditions. The syntax for classes and interfaces in the language is given in Figure 1. A program consists of a set of interfaces and class definitions, followed by a method body. A behavioral interface $I$ extends a list $\bar{I}$ of superinterfaces and declares a set $\bar{MS}$ of method signatures with behavioral annotations. We refer to the behavioral annotation occurring in a method
signature as a guarantee for the method. These guarantees reflect semantic constraints on the use of the declared methods, and are given as pairs \((p, q)\) of pre- and postconditions to the signatures. An interface may introduce additional constraints to methods already declared in superinterfaces. A class may inherit from a single superclass, adding fields \(f\), methods \(M\), and method guarantees \(MS\).

Method parameters are read-only, and we assume that programs are well-typed. A method body consists of a sequence of standard statements followed by return \(e\), where \(e\) is the value returned by the method. Methods of type Void need no return statements and are called without assignment to actual parameters.

The language is based on the notion of programming to interfaces [10] and distinguishes interfaces, which describe the usage of objects, from classes, which describe their implementation. We let both objects and pointers (references) to objects be typed by interfaces. If a class \(C\) implements an interface \(I\) then its instances may be typed by \(I\); we say that instances of \(C\) support \(I\). However, a subclass of \(C\) need not implement \(I\). Remark that both subclasses and subinterfaces may also declare additional guarantees for inherited methods. Different classes may provide different implementations of the same interface. The language does not support remote access of variables since this would break with the interface encapsulation. A class \(C\) may implement several interfaces, so variables typed by different interfaces may refer to the same object.

The language provides substitutability at the level of interfaces: an object supporting an interface \(I\) may be replaced by another object supporting \(I\) or a subinterface of \(I\) in a context depending on \(I\). This substitutability is reflected in the semantics by the fact that late binding applies to all method calls, as the runtime class of an object reference is not in general statically known.

Adaptable Class Hierarchies. Given a program in the above language, we consider a class adaptation mechanism inspired by invasive composition operators such as the runtime class upgrades [11] of Creol [12] and delta-oriented programming [13]. A program can evolve by either adding new elements to the structure of the program (i.e., interfaces or classes) or by modifying the existing structural elements. For simplicity we will not consider the modification of interfaces, and focus on a class adaptation mechanism which may introduce new functionality and interfaces to classes, modify and relocate methods, and remove legacy code. The adaptation mechanism is based on the following basic update operations \(U\):

\[
U ::= K \mid L \mid \text{modify } C \text{ implements } I \{Tf, M, MS\} \mid \text{simplify } C \{m\}.
\]

The first two operations express the open environment in which our reasoning occurs and allow an existing program to be extended with new interfaces and classes. The modify operation extends an existing class with new functionality by allowing the class to implement additional interfaces. In addition, new fields, methods, and guarantees can be added, and existing methods can be redefined. The simplify operation removes redundant methods from an existing class. Observe that in contrast to a class addition, the class modification
operations modify and simplify may be applied to classes in the middle of an existing class hierarchy. In this paper we assume that basic update operations are type safe; the type system of Creol [14, 11] guarantees that runtime type errors do not occur for well-typed basic update operations and, in particular, that method binding always succeeds.

We illustrate how basic update operations can be used by an example of Pull Up Method refactoring [3], where common subclass functionality is moved to a shared superclass method.

**Example 1.** Consider a Customer class with two subclasses: regular customer and preferred customer. The code is given on the left hand side of Figure 2; both subclasses feature similar methods createBill. We consider adaptations of the class hierarchy such that createBill becomes a method of the Customer class. For type safety, we also need to pull up chargeFor. Observe that it is not possible to refactor all the subclass behavior into the superclass since the charged amount of PreferredCustomer should be reduced by the factor fact. The result of these modifications is shown on the right hand side of Figure 2, which can be derived by applying the following sequence of basic update operations to the original code:

```java
modify Customer {
    Double createBill() { Double amount := chargeFor(); return sendBill(amount)}
    Double chargeFor() { return rate+diff(today, last)}
}
simplify RegularCustomer {createBill, chargeFor}
```
modify PreferredCustomer {Double chargeFor() {return rate * fact * diff(today, last)}}
simplify PreferredCustomer {createBill}

For the original code (on the left hand side of Figure 2), we may consider the following guarantees for the two versions of createBill. For the implementation in class RegularCustomer, we have the following pair of pre- and postconditions:

\[(\text{last} = l_0, \text{result} = \text{diff(today}, l_0) * \text{rate} \land \text{last} = \text{today}) \tag{1}\]

and for the implementation in PreferredCustomer we have:

\[(\text{last} = l_0, \text{result} = \text{diff(today}, l_0) * \text{rate} * \text{fact} \land \text{last} = \text{today}) \tag{2}\]

Here \(l_0\) is a logical variable which is used to freeze the initial value of \(\text{last}\) and \(\text{result}\) is used as the name of the logical variable storing the return value. Assuming that these pre- and postconditions have been verified for the original code, we return to them in Example 2 which illustrates how they are maintained by the proof system, showing that these guarantees will still hold after the refactoring.

3. A Program Logic for Classes

Consider a program logic for classes in this language based on proof outlines for method definitions. The purpose of the program logic is to ensure that a class behaves according to the semantic constraints of its behavioral interfaces. This is done in two steps: first, it is shown that the methods in a class behave according to their guarantees and, second, it is shown that the method guarantees in the class imply those of its declared interfaces. Typically, the guarantees of the public methods stem from the interfaces, and start the verification process. Each proof outline asserts the correctness of a method guarantee in the class. A characteristic feature of our approach is that a method may have \textit{several} guarantees; i.e., a method has a set of associated behavioral guarantees and associated proof outlines. In this section we do not consider how classes behaviorally relate to each other; the extension from individual classes to a class hierarchy is considered in Section 4.

Apart from the treatment of method calls, the program logic uses a proof system which follows standard proof rules \[15, 16\] for partial correctness, adapted to the object-oriented setting; in particular, de Boer’s technique using sequences in the assertion language addresses the issue of object creation \[17\]. We present the proof system using Hoare triples \(\{p\} t \{q\}\) \[18\], for assertions \(p\) and \(q\), and a statement sequence \(t\). Here, \(p\) is the precondition and \(q\) is the postcondition to \(t\). A triple \(\{p\} t \{q\}\) is given a standard partial correctness interpretation: if \(t\) is executed in a state where \(p\) holds and the execution terminates, then \(q\) holds after \(t\) has terminated. The derivation of triples can be done in any suitable program logic. Let \(PL\) be such a program logic and let \(\vdash_{PL} \{p\} t \{q\}\) denote that \(\{p\} t \{q\}\) is derivable in \(PL\).
Assertions. We consider an expression language defined by

\[ a ::= \text{this} \mid \text{result} \mid \text{null} \mid f \mid x \mid z \mid \text{op}(n). \]

Here, this denotes the current object, result the current method’s return value, 
f a field, \( x \) a local variable (including formal parameters), \( z \) a logical variable, and \( \text{op} \) an operation on data types. In particular, equality of \( x \) and \( y \) is denoted \( x = y \). Assertions are the Boolean typed subset of the given expression language. Thus, an assertion pair \( (p, q) \) (of type APair) is a pair of Boolean expressions such that \( p \) is a precondition and \( q \) a postcondition (for some sequence of program statements).

Proof outlines. In a proof outline [19] for a triple \( \{ p \} \ t \{ q \} \), the statement sequence \( t \) is decorated with assertions. The main idea is to decorate different program points in \( t \) with assertions such that the analysis between the different program points can be done mechanically, ensuring \( \vdash_{PL} \{ p \} \ t \{ q \} \). A classical example is to decorate loops with loop invariants. For the purposes of this paper, we are mainly interested in decorating method calls with pre- and postconditions; i.e., the proof outline assumes a certain behavior from the called methods in order to ensure the guarantee of the considered method. By standard techniques, a decorated method call \( \{ r \} \ v := n(\pi) \{ s \} \) may be formulated as a proof obligation \( \{ r' \} n(\pi) \{ s' \} \) towards the called method \( n \), where \( r' = r[\bar{z}_0/\bar{z}] \land \bar{x} = \bar{e}[\bar{z}_0/\bar{z}] \) and \( s' = s[\text{result}/v][\bar{z}_0/\bar{z}] \), where \( \bar{z} \) are the variables local to the caller (including formal parameters), and \( \bar{z}_0 \) is a list of fresh logical variables. For remote calls, we also need to replace this by a fresh variable name. Following the idea of programming to interfaces, the validity of these proof obligation for remote calls to an object typed by interface \( I \) can be checked by inspecting the guarantees of the methods in \( I \). However, this is not the case for internal calls, which are late bound according to the class hierarchy.

Let the notation \( O \vdash_{PL} t : (p, q) \) denote that \( O \) is a (valid) proof outline proving that the guarantee \( (p, q) \) holds for a body \( t \); i.e., \( S \vdash_{PL} \{ p \} O \{ q \} \) holds when assuming that the set \( S \) consists of annotations for all the internal method calls in \( O \). Pre- and postconditions for internal late bound calls are called requirements, and we assume that these are of the form \( \{ r' \} n(\pi) \{ s' \} \) as described above. Assuming no method overloading, requirements are written \( \{ r' \} n \{ s' \} \) of type Req.

Method specifications. A method specification is a tuple \( \langle m, (p, q), O \rangle \) of type MSpec, where \( m : \text{Mid} \), \( (p, q) : \text{APair} \) is a guarantee and \( O \) is a proof outline for \( t : (p, q) \) where \( t \) is the body of method \( m \). Method specifications may be decomposed by the functions \( \text{mid} : \text{MSpec} \rightarrow \text{Mid} \), \( \text{guar} : \text{MSpec} \rightarrow \text{APair} \), and \( \text{reqs} : \text{MSpec} \times \text{Mid} \rightarrow \text{Set}[\text{APair}] \), such that \( \text{mid}(\langle m, (p, q), O \rangle) \triangleq m \), \( \text{guar}(\langle m, (p, q), O \rangle) \triangleq (p, q) \), and \( \text{reqs}(\langle m, (p, q), O \rangle, n) \) returns the set of all requirements \( \{ r \} n \{ s \} \in O \). These functions are straightforwardly lifted to sets of specifications. Specification projection: \( \bot/\bot : \text{Set}[\text{MSpec}] \times \text{Set}[\text{Mid}] \rightarrow \text{Set}[\text{MSpec}] \) is defined in Figure 3, such that \( \text{MSP}/\bot \) restricts \( \text{MSP} \) to specifications of methods \( \bot \).
Entailment. By the notion of lazy behavioral subtyping, a method may be given several specifications. Especially, inherited superclass methods may be given additional specifications in subclasses which override internally called methods. Dealing with sets of assertion pairs, the standard consequence rule of Hoare Logic [15] is insufficient. We therefore define an entailment relation which allows us to combine information from several assertion pairs. Let \( p^p \) denote an expression \( p \) with all occurrences of program fields \( f \) substituted by the corresponding variables \( f^o \), avoiding name capture. The assertion pair \((p, q)\) is understood as an input/output relation \( \forall \pi . p \Rightarrow q^o \), where \( f \) and \( f^o \) denotes the input and output values of \( f \), respectively, and \( \pi \) are the logical variables in \( p \) and \( q \). The entailment relation is defined for assertion pairs and for sets of assertion pairs:

**Definition 1. (Entailment.)** Let \((p, q)\) and \((r, s)\) be assertion pairs and let \( \mathcal{X} \) and \( \mathcal{Y} \) denote the sets \( \{(p_i, q_i) | 1 \leq i \leq n\} \) and \( \{(r_i, s_i) | 1 \leq i \leq m\} \), respectively. Entailment is defined by

1. \((p, q) \rightarrow (r, s) \triangleq (\forall \pi_1 . p \Rightarrow q^o) \Rightarrow (\forall \pi_2 . r \Rightarrow s^o)\),
   where \( \pi_1 \) and \( \pi_2 \) are the logical variables in \((p, q)\) and \((r, s)\), respectively.
2. \( \mathcal{X} \rightarrow (r, s) \triangleq (\bigwedge_{1 \leq i \leq n}(\forall \pi_i . p_i \Rightarrow q_i^o)) \Rightarrow (\forall \pi . r \Rightarrow s^o)\).
3. \( \mathcal{X} \rightarrow \mathcal{Y} \triangleq \bigwedge_{1 \leq i \leq m} \mathcal{X} \rightarrow (r_i, s_i)\).

The relation \( \mathcal{X} \rightarrow (r, s) \) corresponds to classic Hoare style reasoning, proving \( \{r\} t \{s\} \) from \( \{p_i\} t \{q_i\} \) for all \( 1 \leq i \leq n \), by means of the consequence and conjunction rules [15]. Note that when proving entailment, program fields (input and output) are implicitly universally quantified. Furthermore, entailment is reflexive and transitive, and \( \mathcal{Y} \subseteq \mathcal{X} \) implies \( \mathcal{X} \rightarrow \mathcal{Y} \).

4. A Lazy Behavioral Subtyping Framework for Basic Update Operations

Lazy behavioral subtyping [6, 7] is an extension of the behavioral subtyping approach [4] to reason about programs with late bound method calls in a more flexible way. Thus, these approaches are concerned with how the set of assumptions in a valid proof outline can be discharged when the classes are assembled into of a class hierarchy. Both approaches share the goal to avoid reverification and thus to support incremental reasoning about classes under an open-word assumption: when analyzing a class, it suffices to consider that class and its superclasses. In contrast to traditional behavioral subtyping, lazy behavioral subtyping avoids reverification without restricting method overriding to fully behavior-preserving redefinition. The formalizations in [6, 7] ensure that all method specifications required by late bound calls remain satisfied when new classes extend a class hierarchy. In this section, we extend the lazy behavioral subtyping framework to handle basic update operations.

In order to avoid reverification, the essential idea behind behavioral subtyping is that a method overriding must adhere to the specification of the overridden
method, as declared by, e.g., the pre- and postconditions to the method body. In contrast, lazy behavioral subtyping relaxes this idea: a method overriding must adhere to the \textit{required} behavior of the method. Given a method $m$ specified by a precondition $p$ and a postcondition $q$, there is no need to restrict the behavior of methods overriding $m$ and require that these adhere to that specification. Instead it suffices to preserve the “part” of $p$ and $q$ that is actually \textit{used to verify} the program at the current stage. Specifically, if $m$ is used in the program in the form of a method call $\{r\} \ m(\ldots) \ \{s\}$, the pre- and postconditions $r$ and $s$ at that call-site constitute $m$'s \textit{required} behavior. It is these weaker conditions that need to be preserved in order to avoid reverification. For a method of some class, both guarantees and requirements are given as sets of pre- and postcondition pairs. The approach ensures that the required behavior will follow from the guarantees (by the entailment relation of Definition 1). Lazy behavioral subtyping formalizes this idea as a calculus which lazily imposes context-dependent subtyping constraints on method definitions and stores these constraints in an analysis environment which reflects the analyzed part of the class hierarchy.

The presentation is based on a Hoare style proof system. When analyzing basic update operations, it is no longer sufficient to consider only one class and its superclasses, since updates may apply to classes which already have (analyzed) subclasses present in the hierarchy. Consider some method $m$, originally equipped with a pre/post specification. As the system evolves, methods that call $m$ may be modified such that $m$ is called with weaker requirements, and calls to $m$ may even disappear. If $m$ is later changed, the new version need not adhere to the original specification of $m$; the new version only needs to respect the behavior required by call-sites \textit{at the time} when the modification of $m$ is performed.

In order to reason incrementally about basic update operations, we introduce two verification environments. The \textit{proof} environment is used to maintain verified properties of the current class hierarchy. Soundness is defined for proof environments such that for each class, the verified guarantees are strong enough to satisfy the constraints of the implemented interfaces. Furthermore, the requirements imposed by the analysis of each guarantee follow from the guarantees of the implementations to which each call can bind. Performing an update operation may break soundness; e.g., method implementations may be modified, implementations may disappear, or new implementations may appear. Consequently, there are certain conditions that must be checked after an update operation in order to re-establish soundness. The purpose of the \textit{update} environment is to keep track of these potentially unsound properties.

4.1. The Proof Environment

The proof environment captures the class hierarchy, and maintains verified method specifications. Intuitively, the proof environment consists of three parts: the class definitions, the interface definitions, and the (verified) method specifications per class. Formally, proof environments are defined as follows:

\textbf{Definition 2. (Proof environments.)} A proof environment $\mathcal{E}$ of type $\text{Env}$ is
The function \( L \) types, the name \( \langle C, m \rangle \) from a superclass of \( I \):

\[
\text{body}_E(C, m) \triangleq \begin{cases} \text{t} & \text{if } m(\tau)\{t\} \in C.mtds \\ \text{body}_E(C.inh, m) & \text{if } m \notin C.mtds \end{cases}
\]

\[
\emptyset/m \triangleq \emptyset
\]

\[
(m', (p, q), O) \cup \overline{\text{MSP}}/m \triangleq \begin{cases} (m', (p, q), O) \cup \overline{\text{MSP}}/m & \text{if } m' \in m \\ \overline{\text{MSP}}/m & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}
\]

\[
G_E(C, m) \triangleq \text{guar}(S_E(C)/m)
\]

\[
G'_{E}(C, m) \triangleq \begin{cases} G_E(C, m) & \text{if } m \in C.mtds \\ G_E(C, m) \cup G'_{E}(C.inh, m) & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}
\]

\[
R_E(C, m) \triangleq \text{reqs}(S_E(C), m)
\]

\[
R'_{E}(nil, m) \triangleq \emptyset
\]

\[
R'_{E}(C, m) \triangleq R_E(C, m) \cup R'_{E}(C.inh, m) \quad \text{for } C \neq \text{nil}
\]

\[
mids(\emptyset) \triangleq \emptyset
\]

\[
mids(m(\tau)\{t\} \cup \overline{M}) \triangleq m \cup \mids(\overline{M})
\]

\[
spec_E(nil, m) \triangleq \emptyset
\]

\[
spec_E(I; T), m) \triangleq \text{spec}_E(I, m) \cup \text{spec}_E(T, m)
\]

\[
spec_E(I, m) \triangleq \text{spec}_E(\overline{M}, m) \cup \text{spec}_E(T, m)
\]

where \( K_E(I) = (T, \overline{M}) \).

\[
spec_E((m', (p, q); \overline{M}), m) \triangleq \begin{cases} (p, q) \cup \text{spec}_E(\overline{M}, m) & \text{if } m = m' \\ \text{spec}_E(\overline{M}, m) & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}
\]

Figure 3: Auxiliary functions. Here, \( \text{MSP} : \text{Set}[\text{MSpec}] \).

For a class definition \textbf{class} \( C \text{ extends } D \text{ implements } T \{ J \; \overline{M} \; \overline{M} \} \) (ignoring types), the name \( C \) maps to the tuple \((D, T, J, \overline{M})\) of type \textbf{Class} by the mapping \( L \). A class tuple may be decomposed by observer functions \( \text{inh}, \text{impl}, \text{fields}, \) and \( \text{mtds} \); e.g., \( L_E(C).\text{impl} = T \) for the class above. For brevity, we often write \( C.\text{impl} \) instead of \( L_E(C).\text{impl} \) if it is clear from the context that \( C \) is in \( E \).

Furthermore, we assume a function \( \text{sub} : \text{Cid} \rightarrow \text{Set}[\text{Cid}] \), such that \( C.\text{sub} \) returns the set of names for all classes \( D \) such that \( D.\text{inh} = C \); i.e., the names of all the direct subclasses of \( C \) (and \( \emptyset \) if \( C \) has no subclasses). We let \( C.\text{sub}_1 \) extend this function such that \( D \in C.\text{sub}_1 \) if \( D \) directly or indirectly inherits \( C \).

The mapping \( K \) maps an interface name to a tuple \((T, \overline{M})\) of type \textbf{Interface}.

The function \( \text{spec} : \text{List}[\text{lid}] \times \text{Mid} \rightarrow \text{Set}[\text{APair}] \) is defined in Figure 3 such that \( \text{spec}(T, m) \) returns the declared constraints of \( m \) in \( T \). We assume a function \( \text{public} : \text{List}[\text{lid}] \rightarrow \text{Set}[\text{Mid}] \) such that \( m \in \text{public}(I) \) if \( I \) (or a superinterface of \( I \)) declares \( m \). Additional functions are given in Figure 3. The function \( \text{body}(C, m) \) returns the implementation of \( m \) as found in class \( C \), or inherited from a superclass of \( C \). The mapping \( S \) maps a class name to a set of method specifications \((m, (p, q), O)\). The function \( G_E(C, m) \) returns the guarantees for
\( m \) found in \( S_\mathcal{E}(C) \), and \( G^*_\mathcal{E}(C,m) \) returns the guarantees for \( m \) up to the first class above \( C \) where \( m \) is defined. Similarly, the function \( R^*_\mathcal{E}(C,m) \) returns the requirements towards \( m \) imposed by proof outlines in \( S_\mathcal{E}(C) \), and \( R^*_\mathcal{E}(C,m) \) returns the union of all \( R^*_\mathcal{E}(B,m) \) for \( B \) above \( C \). For brevity, we let \( m \in C.mtds \) abbreviate \( m \in \text{mids}(C.mtds) \).

**Extending the proof environment.** Proof environment modifications are represented by the operator \( \ast \) : \( \text{Env} \times \text{Mod} \to \text{Env} \), where the first argument is the current proof environment and the second argument is the modification. The modifications \( \text{extL} \) and \( \text{extS} \) extend the environment with a class definition and specification, respectively:

\[
\mathcal{E} \ast \text{extL}(C, D, \mathcal{I}, \mathcal{J}, \mathcal{M}) \triangleq (L^*_{\mathcal{E}}[C \mapsto (D, \mathcal{I}, \mathcal{J}, \mathcal{M})], K^*_{\mathcal{E}}, S^*_{\mathcal{E}})
\]

\[
\mathcal{E} \ast \text{extS}(C, m, (p, q), O) \triangleq (L^*_{\mathcal{E}}, K^*_{\mathcal{E}}, S^*_{\mathcal{E}}[C \mapsto S^*_{\mathcal{E}}(C) \cup \langle m, (p, q), O \rangle])
\]

Next we define sound classes and sound environments.

**Definition 3. (Sound environments.)** Given a proof environment \( \mathcal{E} : \text{Env} \) and \( C : \text{Cls} \) such that \( C \in \mathcal{E} \), we say that \( C \) is sound in \( \mathcal{E} \) if the following conditions are satisfied:

1. \( \forall (m, (p, q), O) \in S^*_{\mathcal{E}}(C) \ . \ O \uplus pL \ . \ body^*_{\mathcal{E}}(C,m) : (p,q) \land \forall \{r\} \ e.n \{s\} \in O \ . \ \forall I . e : I \Rightarrow spec^*_{\mathcal{E}}(I,n) \to (r,s) \)
2. \( \forall m \ . \ G^*_{\mathcal{E}}(C,m) \to R^*_{\mathcal{E}}(C,m) \)
3. \( \forall \mathcal{I} . \mathcal{I} = L^*_{\mathcal{E}}(C).\text{impl} \ . \forall n \in \text{public}^*_{\mathcal{E}}(\mathcal{I}) . \ G^*_{\mathcal{E}}(C,n) \to spec^*_{\mathcal{E}}(\mathcal{I},n) \)

We say that an environment \( \mathcal{E} \) is sound if \( C \) is sound in \( \mathcal{E} \) for all classes \( C \in \mathcal{E} \).

The first condition expresses that all recorded specifications have verified proof outlines, and the second condition ensures that all inherited requirements follow from the specifications of each implemented method. The third condition ensures that, for each class, the constraints of the implemented interfaces follow from the verified guarantees. The definition ensures that whenever \( body^*_{\mathcal{E}}(C,m) \) is executed on an instance of a subclass of \( C \), all guarantees contained in \( G^*_{\mathcal{E}}(C,m) \) hold. Especially, the requirements imposed by these guarantees are satisfied for the implementations to which the calls will bind.

The top part of Figure 4 defines operations that manipulate the proof environment for the analysis of class modifications. For a proof environment \( \mathcal{E} \), we let \( \mathcal{E} \ast \text{mod} \) denote the update of \( \mathcal{E} \) by the modification \( \text{mod} \) (thus, \( \ast \) is an infix update-operator). The modification \( \text{addL} \) extends an existing class with new interfaces, fields, and method definitions. The definition of \( \text{addL} \) accounts for method redefinitions: if a method \( m \) is defined in both the old version of the class and in the modified version, the old definition is removed, and the one from the update operation survives. The modification \( \text{remL} \) removes the given methods from the considered class. For each method \( m \in \overline{m} \) the modification \( \text{remS}(C, \overline{m}) \) removes the specifications of \( m \) in \( S^*_{\mathcal{E}}(C) \). In addition, specifications of \( m \) in a subclass \( D \) of \( C \) are removed if \( D \) inherits \( m \) from \( C \) without redefinition. Specification removal \( \_ \setminus \_ : \text{Set}[\text{MSpec}] \times \text{Set}[\text{Mid}] \to \text{Set}[\text{MSpec}] \) removes
the specifications for the given methods, and is defined in terms of projection and ordinary set minus.

4.2. The Update Environment

Basic update operations may introduce new requirements when redefining some methods, these requirements must propagate downwards and be verified in the subclasses. Similarly, subclasses may contain requirements toward redefined methods. We introduce an update environment \( U \) to capture new specifications and requirements accumulated during the analysis of the basic update operations which remain to be verified by subclasses of the modified class.

Definition 4. (Update environments.) An update environment \( U \) is a pair \( \langle M_U, R_U \rangle \), where \( M_U : \text{Cid} \rightarrow \text{Set}[\text{Mid}] \) and \( R_U : \text{Cid} \rightarrow \text{Set}[\text{Req}] \) are partial mappings.

Let \( U = \emptyset \) denote that \( M_U(C) = R_U(C) = \bot \) for all \( C : \text{Cid} \), where \( \bot \) represents that the mapping is undefined. Furthermore, we let \( C \in U \) denote that \( M_U(C) \) and \( R_U(C) \) are well-defined. Definitions for updating \( U \) can be found in Figure 4.

5. The Proof System for Adaptable Class Hierarchies

In this section we explain the calculus for the basic update operations. First we introduce the inference rules for analyzing new classes, then we address operations for transforming existing class definitions. The introduction of interfaces does not generate proof obligations, and the rules for analyzing interface declarations are omitted for brevity; needed interfaces are always assumed to be included in the environment.

Judgements in the calculus are on the form \( U, E \vdash M \), where \( U \) is an update environment, \( E \) is a proof environment, and \( M \) is a sequence of analysis operations. The syntax for the analysis operations is given in Figure 5.

5.1. Extending Class Hierarchies

The calculus for analyzing class addition is given in Figure 6. A new class extends a previously analyzed class hierarchy and can only be added to the bottom of the class hierarchy. Rule \text{newClass} \((C, MS, M, m)\) operation, which will be analysed in the context of the extended proof environment. Given an environment \( E \) and interfaces \( \overrightarrow{T} \), the auxiliary function \( \text{public}_E(\overrightarrow{T}) \) returns the set of names for the methods in \( \overrightarrow{T} \). The rule for class analysis \text{anClass} generates an operation of the form \( \langle C : O \rangle \), where \( O \) is a sequence of analysis operations to be performed for a class \( C \). Rule \text{anClass} generates three initial operations \text{anSpec}, \text{anReq}, and \text{newIntSpec}. Operation \text{anSpec} is analyzed by \text{newSpec}, initiating a verification of the user-given specifications with regard to their respective implementations. For each method \( m \) defined in \( C \), \text{anReq} collects the inherited requirements toward \( m \) which are analyzed in \text{newMtd}.  
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Finally, `newIntSpec1` and `newIntSpec2` ensure that the implementation of $C$ satisfies the behavioral constraints given in the interfaces $T$ of $C$. Specifically, if $m$ is in a public interface of $C$, `intSpec` verifies that the specifications of $m$ in $C$ satisfy the specifications of $m$ in $T$, as given by the auxiliary function $\text{spec}_E(T, m)$. For this verification, we allow users to provide additional guarantees $(p, q)$.

Specifications are verified by the rules `reqDer` or `reqNotDer`. The specification of $m$ is discarded by `reqDer` if it follows from the previously proven specifications of $m$. Otherwise, `reqNotDer` leads to the analysis of a new proof outline for $m$. In such proof outlines, internal calls are handled by `call`, which ensures that the method definitions to which the call may be bound satisfy
\[
\mathcal{M} ::= \mathcal{P} \mid C : \mathcal{P} \\
\mathcal{P} ::= \mathcal{U} \mid \mathcal{P} : \mathcal{P} \\
C ::= \text{anClass}(C, MS, m, n) \mid \langle C : O \rangle \\
O ::= O \mid O \cdot \text{upd}(m, T) \\
O ::= \epsilon \mid \text{anReq}(m) \mid \text{anSpec}(MS) \mid \text{newSpec}(m, (p, q)) \mid \text{anCalls}(t) \\
L ::= \text{class } C \text{ extends } D \text{ implements } I \{ f, M \ MS \} \\
U ::= L \mid \text{modify } C \text{ implements } I \{ f, M \ MS \} \mid \text{simplify } C \{ m \} \\
\]

Figure 5: Syntax for analysis operations. Here, $\mathcal{T}$ denotes a set of requirements \{\(r\) \(n\) \(s\)\}.

the requirement \(\langle r, s \rangle\). Remark that a requirement \{\(r\) \(n\) \(s\)\} is added to the proof environment by Rule reqNotDer as a part of the method specification. Thus, the requirement is included in the set of requirements that is analyzed by an anReq operation whenever \(n\) is overridden by a subclass. The extension newReq(\(C.\sub \downarrow, \{r\} \{n\} \{s\}\)) of \(U\) in Rule call is oriented towards the analysis of class modifications. When analyzing class modifications, requirements for \(n\) may be introduced in the middle of the class hierarchy. To ensure soundness, these must propagate down the class hierarchy and be verified for those subclasses that override \(n\). Remark that the extension of \(U\) plays no role when analyzing new classes; if \(C\) is a leaf class, then \(C.\sub \downarrow = \emptyset\).

5.2. Modifying Class Definitions

In this section we extend the inference system in Figure 6 with basic update operations modify and simplify such that any class in a class hierarchy may be subjected to the update operations. The corresponding rules are given in Figure 7. The analysis tracks specified and required properties and limits re-verification to methods that are explicitly changed by the basic update operations.

Class extensions are analysed by class-Extend. The proof environment of \(C\) is extended with the new interfaces \(I\), fields \(f\), and new and redefined methods \(M\). Moreover, old specifications and requirements associated with the redefined methods are removed from the specification and requirement sets. As subclasses may contain requirements toward methods redefined by the modification of \(C\), the class hierarchy below \(C\) needs to be traversed. Consequently, the update environment is extended with method names \(m\) and subclasses of \(C\). The modified class is then analysed in the context of the new environments \(E'\) and \(U'\). After the analysis of the modified class \(C\), the subclasses of \(C\) are traversed by rule newUpd. For each subclass, the operation \(\text{upd}\) is generated with input values given by the accumulated update environment for the subclass. Rule subSpec checks that the requirements are still valid after the class transformation. Similarly, a redefined method may introduce new requirements into \(U\) (in call). Consequently, generated requirements are propagated down to subclasses. If the called method is overridden by a subclass, the requirements is analyzed by subReq. Otherwise, the requirement is discarded by noSubReq.
Figure 6: Inference rules for classes and the generated operations. The rules cover extensions of class hierarchies with new subclasses. We here ignore rules for flattening operations with set arguments, e.g., `anReq(m \{ \})` is assumed flattened to `anReq(m) \cdot anReq(\{\})`, and rules for discarding operations with empty arguments, e.g., an operation `anReq(\{\})` is ignored.
Figure 7: Inference rules for the basic update operations modify and simplify.

Rule class-Simplify removes methods from a class. As above, method specifications and definitions are removed. The proof and update environments are updated accordingly before analyzing the generated upd operation. Since class-Simplify only removes methods, there is no need to reanalyze the class. Note that the update environment $U(C)$ of a class $C$ is checked after the analysis of its superclass (in newUpd), and for all analyzed classes $C$, Rule empUpd removes $C$ from $U$. Consequently, for a successful analysis of an update operation, the analysis reaches some judgement $U_r, E_r \vdash$, where $U_r = \emptyset$. We refer to $E_r$ as the resulting environment of the update analysis.

The upd operation generated by the rules is essential in order to ensure the soundness of the requirements that are introduced below the modified class $C$. Consider Figure 8, where $B_m$ denotes that $m$ is defined in $B$, and correspondingly for $C_m$ and $D_m$, and assume that the definition of $m$ in $C$ is removed. Since $m$ is defined in $B$, there may still be calls to $m$ in $C$ and $C'$; i.e., the sets $R(C, m)$ and $R(C', m)$ may be non-empty. The analysis of $\langle C : \text{upd}(m, \emptyset) \rangle$ and $\langle C' : \text{upd}(m, T) \rangle$ will then analyze $B_m$ with $B'$, $C_m$ with $C'$, and $D_m$ with $D_m$. 

Figure 8: Requirement analysis.
respect to these requirements. Furthermore, if \( m \) is public in \( C \) or \( C' \), the operation ensures that \( B_m \) satisfies the external behavior.

**Soundness.** For the operations in the calculus, we have the following soundness theorem, the proof of which can be found in Appendix A.

**Theorem 1 (Soundness).** Let \( E : Env \) be a sound environment, and let \( P \) be one of the basic update operations

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{class } C & \text{ extends } B \text{ implements } T \{ f; M ; \mathit{MS} \} \\
\text{simplify } C & \{ m \} \\
\text{modify } C & \text{ implements } T \{ f; M ; \mathit{MS} \}
\end{align*}
\]

Assume that the judgement \( \mathcal{U}, E \vdash P \) is successfully analyzed leading to the resulting environment \( E_r \). Then \( E_r \) is sound.

**Example 2.** Consider the guarantees 1 and 2 for `createBill` given in Example 1. After basic update operations, each of these may still be verified for their respective subclasses, imposing different requirements to the method `chargeFor`. Guarantee 1 applies to `RegularCustomer`. For this class, the call to `chargeFor` binds to the implementation inherited from `Customer` which satisfies the imposed requirement \( \{ \text{last}=l_0 \} \) \( \text{chargeFor} \{ \text{result}=\text{diff(today, } l_0 \} \times \text{rate} \) . Guarantee 2 applies to `PreferredCustomer`. Method `chargeFor` is overridden in `PreferredCustomer`, and this implementation satisfies

\[
\{ \text{last}=l_0 \} \text{ chargeFor} \{ \text{result}=\text{diff(today, } l_0 \} \times \text{rate} \times \text{fact} \}
\]

as imposed by the analysis of Guarantee 2.

**Example 3.** Consider the implementation of two bank accounts `Account` and `TransAccount`, given in Figure 9 (top). The class `Account` implements an interface `Account` with methods \( \text{in} \) and \( \text{out} \) for depositing and withdrawing funds, letting the result value indicate success. Additionally, the method `avail` returns available funds. We use invariant notation \( \text{inv} I \) to abbreviate a user-defined guarantee \( (I,I) \) for each public method, and auxiliary functions are defined in the interfaces by means of a `where` clause. Method guarantees are defined in terms of local communication histories \( H \) [20, 21, 22]. In this example, it suffices to consider communication histories consisting of the events corresponding to method completions generated by this object. The completion of a method \( m \) has the implicit effect \( H := H ; m(x; r) \) where \( x \) is the list of input parameters and \( r \) is the result value, and where \( _; _ \) denotes the sequence append operation. Only public methods are considered on \( H \). Remark that invariants are not inherited by subclasses.

In the `Account` interface, the `avail` method is specified by a postcondition stating that the result value equals the \( \text{bal} \) function over \( H \). In the class, this method is given the guarantee \( (\text{true, result}=\text{bal}) \) which implies the guarantee of the interface given the class invariant \( \text{bal}=\text{bal}(H) \). For the methods \( \text{in} \) and \( \text{out} \),
interface Account {
    Int avail(): (true, result = bal(H))
    Bool in(Nat x)
    Bool out(Nat x)
}

class Account implements Account {
    Int bal=0;
    Int avail(): (true, result = bal) {return bal}
    Bool upd(Int x) {Bool r; r:= bal+x ≥ 0; if r then bal:= bal+x fi; return r}
    Bool in (Nat x) {Bool r; r:=upd(x); return r}
    Bool out(Nat x) {Bool r; r:=upd(-x); return r}
    inv bal=bal(H)
}

interface Transfer {
    Bool trans(Nat x, Account dest)
}

class TransAccount extends Account implements Transfer, Account {
   Bool trans(Nat x, Account dest) {
        Bool r; r:=out(x); if r then dest.in(x) fi; return r}
    inv bal=bal(H)
}

interface Overdraft {
    Void setoverdraft(Nat x)
}

modify Account implements Overdraft {
    Nat overdraft=0;
    Void setoverdraft(Nat x) {overdraft:=x}
    Bool out(Nat x) {Bool r; r:= bal+x+overdraft ≥ 0; if r then upd(-x) fi; return r}
    Bool upd(Int x) {bal:= bal+x; return true}}

Figure 9: The interfaces and classes of the bank accounts (top) and the modification of the bank account (bottom).

the invariant gives the guarantee (bal=bal(H), bal=bal(H)), and these guarantees are satisfied by imposing the requirement

{bal=bal(H)} upd(x) {bal=bal(H)+if result then x else 0 fi}.

This requirement is easily verified for the definition of upd in Account. The
method `trans` in `TransAccount` maintains the invariant by a similar argument.

Now consider a modification of the class `Account` to provide Overdraft functionality, redefining `upd` and `out`. The modification is shown in Figure 9 (bottom). The new version of `out` imposes the requirement

\[
\{\text{bal} = \text{bal}(H)\} \text{ upd}(x) \{\text{bal} = \text{bal}(H) + x\}
\]

and the class modification can be verified using this requirement.

This example illustrates differences between extending a class with subclasses and modifying the class itself. The redefinition of `upd` would not be possible in a subclass since the original requirement then remains. On the other hand, introducing fees for `out` could be made in a subclass (not implementing the `Account` interface), but not in a class modification since the `Account` interface must be respected by modifications.

### 6. Related Work

To integrate software verification techniques into object-oriented design, proof systems should be constructed for incremental (or modular [23]) reasoning. Most prominent in that context are approaches based on behavioral subtyping [4], but these have been criticized for overly restricting code reuse and are often violated in practice [5]. Lazy behavioral subtyping [6, 7] facilitates incremental reasoning while allowing more flexible code reuse than traditional behavioral subtyping. We refer to [6, 7] for a more comprehensive discussion on incremental reasoning about class extensions. Whereas modular and incremental techniques are attractive from a verification perspective, they do impose restrictions on how code can be structured. In [24], a reasoning framework is developed which does not favor incremental reasoning over flexible code reuse, in order to compare possible operations on an object-oriented program during program development with respect to their verification cost.

Whereas lazy behavioral subtyping extends a class hierarchies, this paper broadens the approach to better reflect an object-oriented development process in terms of a few basic update operations which allow changes to classes inside the hierarchy. These operations were inspired by work on invasive software composition: the typing of dynamic class evolution in Creol [11] and the assemblage and verification of software product lines [25, 26]. Software product lines assemble features to create a range of different products; some approaches have been proposed to the deductive verification of such systems. In [27], a verification approach for behavioral program properties of software product lines is proposed where each feature has an associated partial proof script. These proof scripts are composed and checked when a product is assembled. A product-based analysis approach is proposed in [28] for delta-oriented programming [13]. Assuming one product variant has been fully verified, from the structure of a delta to generate another program variant, it is analyzed which proof obligations remain valid in the new product variant and need not be reestablished. In [29], a verification approach for delta-oriented programming is presented which applies a behavioral
subtyping discipline to delta-oriented programming; i.e., specifications of methods introduced by deltas must be more specific than previous versions of these methods. Then, each delta can be verified by approximating called methods defined in other deltas by the specification of their first introduction.

A recent paper by the authors [30] proposes a proof system for delta-oriented programs by means of transformational reasoning, which relaxes the restrictions of [29]. After verifying deltas in isolation, the actual products are verified based on the specifications already established for the used deltas. The transformational approach of [30] uses symbolic assumptions on called methods and thus separates the specifications of method implementations from the requirements to method calls in a way inspired by lazy behavioral subtyping [6]. Compared to the present work, that paper does not consider class hierarchies and late bound method calls nor operations which support, e.g., refactoring operations.

We have found few systems which address the analysis of general class modifications. Two widely discussed topics within model transformations in the context of model driven development are refactoring and refinement. Different approaches, e.g., [31, 32, 33], discuss how to preserve behavioral consistency between different model versions when refinement or refactoring is applied. Program transformations, such as verification refactoring [34], may be applied in order to reduce program complexity and facilitate verification e.g., to reduce the size of verification conditions. Contract based software evolution of aspect oriented programs is considered in [35], formalizing standard refactoring steps. Not limited to behaviorally preserving transformations, slicing techniques [36] may be used to describe the effect of update operations, to determine which properties are preserved or potentially invalidated in the new version.

7. Conclusion

Ideally, verified software could be designed from specifications and verified a posteriori. However, in practice both the software and its specifications evolve, both during the initial software design and during maintenance. Likewise, the requirements to a piece of software will also change over time. For this reason we cannot always expect that specifications are made before the code is written and that the verification efforts happen afterwards. Modularity is one answer to this problem, which isolates the part of the software that needs to be redesigned and re-verified. However, inside the module, large chunks of code may still have valid specifications and proofs, even if the other parts of the specifications or program have changed.

In the setting of object-oriented programming, reuse of code is essential. However, classes made early in a class hierarchy influence subclasses introduced later. Early design decisions may later turn out undesirable, and hinder flexible code reuse. Thus, there is a need to redesign classes high up in a hierarchy. This need for redesign concerns specifications as well as code, and in particular requirements, which are inherited by existing and future subclasses. A mechanism for adaptation of classes in the middle of a class hierarchy is therefore valuable with respect to code reuse and program reasoning.
We believe that in order to facilitate the development and maintenance of verified programs, it is an advantage that programming and verification activities go hand in hand. For this purpose, programming environments need to let the program developer alternate between programming and verification tasks in a flexible way. This paper has presented a calculus which tracks verification conditions when the program changes, based on an incremental rather than a modular reasoning framework. Changes are formalized through basic update operations which include addition, removal, and redefinition of code. These operations may be composed to form more complex refactorings, as shown in our examples. In contrast to previous work on lazy behavioral subtyping, the approach in this paper allows the removal and modification of guarantees and requirements when methods are removed or modified. As requirements put restrictions on code reuse in subclasses, our framework allows the revision of inconvenient restrictions, allowing flexible reuse of code, in the sense that restrictions on method redefinitions and local calls can be adjusted.

The framework presented here is oriented towards tool implementation. Our formalism can be used to generate proof outlines for each class adaption made by an update operation, supporting incremental generation of verification conditions. We are planning an integration in the KeY tool [37], which has the underlying support for dealing with verification conditions. A complementary line of work is proof adaptation, which has been studied in the automated theorem prover communities. Proof adaptation considers how to adapt a proof when a specification changes. Such techniques would fit naturally into an implementation of the reasoning framework proposed in this paper, to alleviate the overhead of additional proof activity resulting from the flexibility of the proposed framework.
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A. Proof of the Soundness Theorem

This appendix details the proof of Theorem 1.
Theorem 1 (Soundness). Let $E : Env$ be a sound environment, $P$ be one of the three operations

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{class } C & \text{ extends } B \text{ implements } \top \{ \overline{f} ; \overline{M} \overline{MS} \} \\
\text{simplify } C & \{ \pi \} \\
\text{modify } C & \text{ implements } I \{ \overline{f} ; \overline{M} \overline{MS} \}
\end{align*}
\]

Assume that the judgement $U, E \vdash P$ is successfully analyzed leading to the resulting environment $E_r$. Then $E_r$ is sound.

Proof. Soundness of the different operations are treated by Lemma 1, Lemma 2, and Lemma 3 below. The theorem then follows from these lemmas.

The remainder of this appendix is structured as follows: Auxiliary definitions are introduced in Appendix A.1. Appendix A.2, A.3, and A.4 treats the soundness of simplify, modify, and class operations, respectively. Auxiliary lemmas can be found in Appendix A.5.

A.1. Auxiliary Definitions

Let $\text{cls}(U)$ return the set of names for classes well-defined in $U$ such that $\text{cls}(U) = \emptyset$ if $U = \emptyset$, $\text{cls}(U \ast \text{init}(C)) = \text{cls}(U) \cup C$, and $\text{cls}(U \ast \text{empty}(C)) = \text{cls}(U) \setminus C$. Let $\#(U)$ denote the size of $\text{cls}(U)$.

Definition 5. (Partially sound classes.) For environments $E$ and $U$ and $C : \text{Cid}$ such that $C \in E$ and $U(C) \neq \bot$, we say that $C$ is partially sound in $U, E$ if the following conditions hold:

1. $\forall (m, (p, q), O) \in S_E(C). O \vdash_{PL} \text{body}_E(C, m) : (p, q)$
   \[ \land \forall \{ r \} e. n \{ s \} \in O. \forall I. e : I \Rightarrow \text{spec}_E(I, n) \rightarrow (r, s) \]
2. $\forall m. m \notin M_U(C) \Rightarrow$
   \[ \forall (r, s) \in R_E(C, m) . \text{G}_E(C, m) \rightarrow (r, s) \land \]
   \[ \forall (r, s) \in R^*_E(C. \text{inh}, m) . \text{G}_E(C, m) \rightarrow (r, s) \lor \{ r \} m \{ s \} \in R_{U}(C) \]
3. $\forall T. T = L_E(C). \text{impl} .$
   \[ \forall n \in \text{public}_E(T). n \notin M_U(C) \Rightarrow \text{G}_E(C, n) \rightarrow \text{spec}_E(T, n) \]

Definition 6. (Partially sound environments.) Given environments $E$ and $U$, we say that $U, E$ are partially sound if and only if, for all $C \in E$, the following holds:

- If $C \notin U$ then $C$ is sound in $E$.
- If $C \in U$ then $C$ is partially sound in $U, E$ and $C. \text{sub}_\downarrow \subseteq \text{cls}(U)$.

A.2. Lemma 1: Class Simplify

Lemma 1 (Class simplify). Let $E : Env$ be a sound environment, $U : \text{Cid}$, $U = \emptyset$, and assume that the judgement $U, E \vdash \text{simplify} U \{ \pi \}$ is successfully analyzed, leading to the resulting judgement $U_r, E_r \vdash$. Then $E_r$ is sound.

Proof. The initial judgement is analyzed by Rule class-Simplify, leading to some judgement $U', E' \vdash (U : \text{upd}(\pi, \emptyset))$. By rule premise, we have the following for $U', E'$:
• \( \forall C < U \cdot C \in U' \) and \( C \) is partially sound in \( U', \mathcal{E}' \).

• For all classes \( C \in \mathcal{E}' \) such that \( C \not\in U' \) and \( C \neq U \), we know that \( C \) is sound in \( \mathcal{E}' \) and \( C \) is not below \( U \).

• For class \( U \) we have the following (the conditions refer to sound classes, Definition 3):
  
  - Condition 1 holds.
  - Condition 2 holds for all \( m \) except for \( m \in \pi \).
  - Condition 3 holds for all public methods \( n \) except for \( n \in \pi \).
  - \( \forall u \in \pi . u \not\in U.mtds \) and \( U \notin U' \).

Since the analysis of the initial simplify operation succeeds, the analysis of \( \langle U : \text{upd}(\pi, \emptyset) \rangle \) must succeed. Let \( \mathcal{E}'' \), \( \mathcal{U}'' \) be the environments resulting from the analysis of \( \text{upd} \), i.e., the judgement \( \mathcal{U}'' \triangleright (U : \text{upd}(\emptyset, \emptyset)) \) is reached. We next prove that \( U \) must be sound in \( \mathcal{E}'' \), according to Definition 3. Condition 1 holds by the initial assumption on \( \mathcal{E}' \) and since \text{reqNotDer}, the only rule providing a specification, ensures the existence of proof outlines. For condition 2, we consider the operation \( \text{verify}(u, R_{\mathcal{E}}(U, u)) \) that is generated for each \( u \in \pi \). Successful analysis of this operation ensures \( G_{\mathcal{E}''}^{\mathcal{E}_e}(U, u) \rightarrow R_{\mathcal{E}}(U, u) \). We may also prove that all requirements added to \( R(U, u) \) during the analysis of \( U \) follows from the guarantees of \( u \), this proof corresponds to the one given in case (c) in the proof of Lemma 5. We then have \( G_{\mathcal{E}''}^{\mathcal{E}_e}(U, u) \rightarrow R_{\mathcal{E}''}(U, u) \). The desired conclusion \( G_{\mathcal{E}''}^{\mathcal{E}_e}(U, u) \rightarrow R_{\mathcal{E}''}(U, u) \) then follows since \( u \not\in U.mtds \). Especially, if \( R_{\mathcal{E}''}(U, u) \neq \emptyset \), type-safety guarantees that there exists some implementation of \( u \) above \( U \). Then \( G_{\mathcal{E}''}^{\mathcal{E}_e}(U, u) = G_{\mathcal{E}}^{\mathcal{E}_e}(U, u) \cup G_{\mathcal{E}}^{\mathcal{E}_e}(B, u) \) for \( B = U.inh \), and \( G_{\mathcal{E}''}^{\mathcal{E}_e}(B, u) \rightarrow R_{\mathcal{E}''}(B, u) \) since \( B \) is sound. For condition 3, the analysis of the generated operation newIntSpec\((u)\) ensures the condition for all public methods \( u \in \pi \). We also need to prove that sound classes in \( \mathcal{E}' \) are also sound in \( \mathcal{E}'' \) and that partially sound classes in \( \mathcal{U}', \mathcal{E}' \) are partially sound in \( \mathcal{U}'', \mathcal{E}'' \). These proofs follow a corresponding argument as for cases (a) and (b) in the proof of Lemma 5.

We thereby have that \( \mathcal{U}'', \mathcal{E}'' \) are partially sound. The resulting judgement \( \mathcal{U}'', \mathcal{E}'' \triangleright (U : \text{upd}(\emptyset, \emptyset)) \) is analyzed by Rule \text{empUpd}, which leads to \( \mathcal{U}'' \triangleright (U : \text{upd}(\emptyset, \emptyset)) \) since \( U \) is not in \( \mathcal{U}'' \). Soundness of the resulting environment \( \mathcal{E}_r \) then follows by Lemma 6.

A.3. Lemma 2: Class modify

**Lemma 2 (Class modify).** Let \( \mathcal{E} : \text{Env} \) be a sound environment, and assume that the judgement \( \mathcal{U}, \mathcal{E} \triangleright \text{modify } U \text{ implements } \bar{T} \{ \bar{F}, \bar{M} \text{ MS} \} \) is successfully analyzed, leading to the resulting environments \( \mathcal{U}_r \) and \( \mathcal{E}_r \). Then \( \mathcal{E}_r \) is sound.

**Proof.** Application of Rule class-Extend leads to the judgement \( \mathcal{U}', \mathcal{E}' \triangleright \text{anClass}(U, \bar{M}, \bar{\pi}, \bar{\pi} \text{ publicF}(\bar{T})) \), where \( \bar{\pi} = mids(\bar{M}) \). The proof follows the same outline as for Lemma 1. In order to apply Lemma 6, we need to ensure
that the analysis of $U$ succeeds in some environments $\mathcal{U}', \mathcal{E}'$ such that $U$ is sound in $\mathcal{E}'$. For each $u \in \pi$ an operation $anReq(u)$ is generated, which ensures that each method in $\pi$ satisfies its inherited requirements. Furthermore, if $m$ is a public method in $\pi$ or in $\mathcal{T}$, an operation $intSpec(m)$ is generated, ensuring that the guarantees of $m$ satisfies the interface constraints.

A.4. Lemma 3: Class Definition

**Lemma 3 (Class Definition).** Let $\mathcal{E} : Env$ be a sound environment, and assume that the judgement $\mathcal{U}, \mathcal{E} \vdash \text{class } C \text{ extends } B \text{ implements } \mathcal{T} \{ \mathcal{I}; \mathcal{MS} \}$ is successfully analyzed, leading to the resulting environments $\mathcal{U}_r$ and $\mathcal{E}_r$. Then $\mathcal{E}_r$ is sound.

**Proof.** The premises of Rule `newClass` ensures that $\mathcal{U} = \emptyset$, and only the rules in Figure 6 are applied during the analysis of $C$. Remark that during analysis of $C$, the environment is only extended with specifications for $C$, i.e. for all classes $B \in \mathcal{E}$, we have $S_{\mathcal{E}}(B) = S_{\mathcal{E}}(B)$. These rules maintain an empty update environment, which means that $\mathcal{U}_r = \emptyset$. Especially, since $C.sub \downarrow$ is empty ($C$ is a new class at the bottom of the class hierarchy) it follows that $\mathcal{U}$ is empty after application of `call`. The application of Rule `newClass` leads to a judgement $\mathcal{U}, \mathcal{E}' \vdash anClass(C, MS, \pi, public_{\mathcal{E}}(\mathcal{T}))$, where $\pi = mids(M)$ and $\mathcal{E}'$ is $\mathcal{E}$ extended with the definition of $C$. It follows directly by induction over the inference rules that for any sound class $B$ in the initial environment $\mathcal{E}$, then $B$ is also sound in $\mathcal{E}_r$. In order to prove soundness of $\mathcal{E}_r$ it therefore suffices to prove that $C$ is sound in $\mathcal{E}_r$. Assume that $C$ is not sound in $\mathcal{E}_r$, then one of the conditions in Definition 3 must be violated. **Condition 1:** The only Rule that extends $S(C)$ with a new specification is `reqNotDer`. This rule ensures that there is a valid proof outline $O$ for the new specification which is analyzed by $anCalls(O)$. For each external call $\{r\} e.n \{s\}$ in $O$, Rule `extCall` ensures that the requirement follows from the interface constraints of $e$. Thus, this condition is not violated in $\mathcal{E}_r$. **Condition 2:** Let $B = C.inh$. In order to violate the condition, there must be some requirement $(r, s)$ either in $R_{\mathcal{E}_r}(C, m)$ or in $R^{\downarrow}_{\mathcal{E}_r}(B, m)$ such that $G^{\downarrow}_{\mathcal{E}_r}(C, m) \rightarrow (r, s)$ does not hold. **Case 1:** $(r, s) \in R^{\downarrow}_{\mathcal{E}_r}(B, m)$: Then $(r, s)$ must occur in a proof outline of some specification included in $S(C)$ by Rule `reqNotDer`. However, the proof outline is then analyzed by a `anCalls` operation which lead to an operation `verify(m, (r, s))` by Rule `call`. This operation succeeds by either `reqDer` or `reqNotDer`, ensuring $G^{\downarrow}_{\mathcal{E}_r}(C, m) \rightarrow (r, s)$. **Case 2:** $(r, s) \in R^{\downarrow}_{\mathcal{E}_r}(C, m)$: If $m \notin C.mtds$, the condition cannot be violated since $G^{\downarrow}_{\mathcal{E}_r}(C, m) = G_{\mathcal{E}_r}(C, m) \cup G^{\downarrow}_{\mathcal{E}_r}(B, m)$ and $B$ is sound, i.e., $G^{\downarrow}_{\mathcal{E}_r}(B, m) \rightarrow R^{\downarrow}_{\mathcal{E}_r}(B, m)$. Otherwise, if $m \in C.mtds$, the analysis of the initial `anClass` operation leads to a `anReq` operation for each method defined in $C$. By Rule `newMtd`, the operation `verify(m, R^{\downarrow}_{\mathcal{E}''}(C, m))` where $\mathcal{E}''$ is an extension of $\mathcal{E}$. The analysis of each of these requirements succeeds by either Rule `reqDer` or `reqNotDer`. Since $R^{\downarrow}_{\mathcal{E}_r}(B, m) \subseteq R^{\downarrow}_{\mathcal{E}''}(C, m)$ the conclusion $G^{\downarrow}_{\mathcal{E}_r}(C, m) \rightarrow (r, s)$ then follows. **Condition 3:** In order to violate this condition, there must be some interface constraint $\{p\} n \{q\}$ for some public method $n$ in $\mathcal{T}$ such that the relation $G^{\downarrow}_{\mathcal{E}_r}(C, n) \rightarrow (r, s)$ does not hold. However, for each
public method \( n \) in \( M \), an operation \( intSpec(n) \) is generated during the analysis of \( C \). Since this operation succeeds, Rule \( intSpec \) ensures the condition.

A.5. Additional Lemmas

Lemma 4. Given partially sound environments \( U, E \) where \( U = \emptyset \). Then \( E \) is a sound environment.

Proof. For each class, the obligations of Definition 3 follow directly from Definition 6 when \( U = \emptyset \). Especially, for each \( C \in E \) we have \( C \notin U \) which means that \( m \notin M_U(C) \) and \( R_U(C) = \emptyset \) for all \( m \).

Lemma 5. Let \( U, E \) be partially sound, \( U \neq \emptyset \), and consider the judgement \( U, E \vdash \). Let \( C \) be a class such that \( C \in U, C.\text{inh} \notin U, C.\text{inh} \in E \), and let \( U, E \vdash \langle C : \text{upd}(\overline{m}, \overline{T}) \rangle \) be the judgement resulting from application of Rule \( \text{newUpd} \). Assume that the analysis of this operation succeeds with the judgement \( U', E' \vdash \langle C : \text{upd}(\emptyset, \emptyset) \rangle \). Then

- \( \text{cls}(U') = \text{cls}(U) \)
- \( C \) is sound in \( E' \).
- \( U', E' \) are partially sound.

Proof. The equality \( \text{cls}(U) = \text{cls}(U') \) follows by induction over the rules manipulating \( \langle C : O \rangle \) operations. Especially, Rule \( \text{empUpd} \) is not applied during this analysis.

For the two remaining clauses, we prove the following:

(a) For any class \( A \notin U \), we have that \( A \) is sound in \( E' \). The analysis of \( \langle C : O \rangle \) modifies only the environment \( E \) of class \( C \). Since \( U, E \) are partially sound, we know that for any class \( A \notin U \) that \( A \) is sound in \( E \) and that \( A \) is not below \( C \). We then have that \( A \) is sound also in \( E' \). Especially, the requirements inherited by \( A \) cannot be extended during the analysis of \( C \).

(b) For any class \( D \in U \) where \( D \neq C \), we have that \( D \) is partially sound in \( U' \). Assume that \( D \) is not partially sound in \( U' \). Thus, at least one of the conditions of Definition 5 is violated for \( D \). Recall that \( D \) is partially sound in the initial update environment \( U \). Guarantees and requirements of \( D \) (contained in environment \( E \)), in addition to the set \( M_U(D) \) are not modified during the analysis of \( C \). Thus, the only way to introduce unsoundness is to violate Condition 2 of Definition 5. This can only happen if \( D \) is a subclass of \( C \) and the set \( R(C, n) \) has been extended with some requirement \( (r, s) \) such that the condition is violated. However, this is impossible since \( \text{reqNotDer} \) is the only rule that extends \( R(C, n) \), which means that an \( \text{anCalls} \) operation is analyzed by \( \text{call} \). Thus, rule ensures that \( \{r\} n \{s\} \) is added to \( R_U(D) \) through the extension of \( U \).
(e) Class C is sound in E'. Let B = C.inh. Since C is selected for analysis by newUpd, we have B /∈ U, which means that B is sound in E and E'. Condition 1 of sound classes (Definition 3) follows from partial soundness of U and the premises of Rule reqNotDer. For Condition 2, we first consider the set ReqE(C, m) for some method m. Let (r, s) be some requirement in this set. If (r, s) is introduced in this set during the analysis of C, i.e., (r, s) /∈ ReqE(C, m), the requirement must appear in some specification added by Rule reqNotDer. Further analysis of the proof outline of this specification will then ensure G↑E(C, m) → (r, s). Otherwise, if (r, s) ∈ ReqE(C, m), we consider two cases. Case m ∈ Mdn(C), i.e., m ∈ m: During the analysis of C, Rule subSpec is applied to this method, leading to the operation verify(m, ReqE(C, m)) for some environment E′ that is an extension of E. The successful analysis of this operation ensures G↑E(C, m) → (r, s). Case m /∈ Mdn(C), i.e., m /∈ m: The condition G↑E(C, m) → (r, s) then follows directly from partial soundness of C.

We thereby have G↑E(C, m) → ReqE(C, m). In order to conclude Condition 2, it then remains to prove G↑E(C, m) → ReqE(B, m). We consider two cases. Case m /∈ C.mtds: By definition, we then have G↑E(C, m) = G↑E(C, m) ∪ G↑E(B, m). Since B is sound in E' we have G↑E(B, m) → ReqE(B, m) which ensures the proof obligation. Case m ∈ C.mtds: By partial soundness of C in U, E, we know that G↑E(C, m) → (r, s) /∈ {r} m {s} ∈ T for all (r, s) ∈ ReqE(B, m). For all {r} m {s} ∈ T, Rule subReq applies, ensuring G↑E(C, m) → (r, s). The proof obligation then follows since ReqE(B, m) = ReqE(B, m) and G↑E(C, m) ⊆ G↑E(C, m).

Consider next Condition 3 of sound classes, Definition 3. For any public method m, the condition follows directly from partial soundness of C if m /∈ m. Otherwise, if m ∈ m, and operation newIntSpec(m) is generated during the analysis of C, which leads to an operation intSpec(m) by newIntSpec1 since m is public. Since the analysis of this operation succeeds, Condition 3 is satisfied also in this case.

It follows from (a), (b), and (c) that C is sound in E' and that U', E' are partially sound.

**Lemma 6.** Let U, E be partially sound environments, and assume that U, E ⊢ is successfully analysed, leading to the resulting judgement U′, E′ ⊢. Then E′ is sound.

**Proof.** Let n = #U. If n = 0, the conclusion follows directly from Lemma 4. Otherwise, we prove the conclusion by n applications of Lemma 5.

Considering the initial environments U, E with n > 0. Since the analysis succeeds, there must exist some class C ∈ U to which Lemma 5 can be applied. We then arrive at some judgement U′, E′ ⊢ C : upd(θ, θ) such that cls(U) = cls(U′), C is sound in E' and U', E' are partially sound. This judgement is analyzed by Rule empUpd, which removes C from U'. Since C is sound in E',
the removal preserves partial soundness, i.e., the environments $\mathcal{U}''$, $\mathcal{E}'$, where $\mathcal{U}'' = \mathcal{U}' \star \text{empty}(C)$, are partially sound. We then have $\#(\mathcal{U}'') = \#(\mathcal{U}') - 1$, and performing a corresponding argument $n - 1$ more times, we finally arrive at some resulting environments $\mathcal{U}_r, \mathcal{E}_r$ that are partially sound with $\mathcal{U}_r = \emptyset$. The conclusion then follows by Lemma 4.